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On March 10, the National Constituent Assembly's draft committee approved the separation and
balance of powers (executive, legislative and judicial), and the illegality of dictatorship and tyranny.
The existing constitution, established in 1967, allowed then-dictator Alfredo Stroessner to exercise
supreme power. The committee also approved an article recognizing the "right to life," which
eliminates the death penalty and leaves open the question of abortion, although the text articulates
defense of life "since conception." Article five of the draft constitution criminalizes genocide, torture,
forced disappearnce and politically- motivated murder. Amnesty is not possible for perpetrators
of such crimes. Due to numerous delays, the committee has requested an extension to complete
the draft constitution by the end of March. At that time, the 198 members of the Assembly would
vote on the draft. The new constitution is to be complete in June. The ruling Colorado party has
56% of constitutional assembly seats, followed by the Authentic Radical Liberal Party (PLRA),
the Constitution for All Independent Movement (CPT), the Christian Democrat Party (PDC) and
the Febrerista Party. In a March 20 interview broadcast on radio, Aldo Zucolillo, director of daily
newspaper ABC Color (Asuncion), described the new draft constitution as "fascist," representing
a future for the media worse than under Stroessner. According to Zucolillo, the draft constitution
would place drastic limitations on press freedoms, including a ban on publishing articles, cartoons
or photographs deemed "damaging" to an individual's public image. If approved by the assembly,
the draft constitution also allows closure of media outlets by court order, and journalistic activities
to be limited and defined by legislation. The draft constitution prohibits media organizations from
receiving any form of financial assistance from foreign public or private agencies without prior
congressional approval. (Sources: Notimex, 03/10/92; Agence France-Presse, 03/10/92, 03/20/92)
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